For **your** safety and the safety of **other customers**, please follow the safety regulations:

Maximum ___ people are welcome at the same time in this shop.

1. **Stay home** if you have any symptoms. **Ask** family or neighbours **to do your shopping** or **order online**.
2. **Do your shopping** as much as possible **alone**.
3. **Disinfect your hands** before entering the shop and **only touch the products you need**.
4. **Pay** as much as possible with the **card**, preferably contactless.
5. Keep **1.5 meters distance** from **other customers** and our **shop staff**, also in the queue outside the shop.
6. It is recommended to cover your mouth with a **mask** in our shop.
7. Do your shopping no longer than necessary and stay in our shop **maximum 30 minutes**.
8. **Always follow the instructions** of our staff.

**Share the good reflexes, **not the virus!**

More information on [economie.fgov.be](http://economie.fgov.be) or **0800 120 33**